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Solar photovoltaic (PV) modules consist of solar cells connected in 
series to provide the required output power. The solar PV system is 
experiencing major challenges, which are mainly due to the partial 
shadows on the photovoltaic modules leading to mismatching power loss 
and hot spot problems. Hotspots have become a major cause of PV 
module failure. The Cell Partition Technique (CPT) is proposed to reduce 
hotspots and minimize mismatch losses caused by partial shadings. 
Specifically, each solar PV cell (Full cell) in a solar PV module is divided 
or partitioned into two half cells (known as Half-Cut Cells or HC) and 
three equal cells (known as Tri-Cut Cells or TC) in accordance with the 
proposed technique. The HC and TC types of cells are connected in a 
strings of series-parallel connection, and bypass diode is placed in 
middle of the solar PV module to ensure proper operation. The primary 
aim of this research is to model, evaluate, and investigate the 
performance of solar PV arrays using new PV modules are developed 
based on Cell Partition Technique (PVM-CPT), such as half-cut cell 
modules (HCM), and tri-cut cell modules (TCM) and compared with full-
sized cell modules (FCM). These PVM-CPT are connected in Series–
Parallel (SP), Total-Cross-Tied (TCT), and proposed static shade 
dispersion based TCT reconfiguration (SD-TCTR) for the array sizes of 
3x4, 4x3 and 4x4, respectively. The purpose is to select the most 
appropriate solar PV array configurations in terms of the highest global 
maximum power and thus the lowest mismatch power losses under short 
and narrow, short and wide, long and narrow, long and wide type of cell 
level partial shadings. The Matlab/Simulink software is used to simulate 
and analyze all of the shading cases. The results show that, when 
compared to conventional module configurations under different shading 
conditions, the proposed static SD-TCTR arrangement with TC modules 
(SDTCTR-TCM) exhibits the lowest mismatch power losses and the 
greatest improvement in array power.  
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 Solar PV power generation is universally available, virtually endless, pollution-
free, and simple to utilize [1]. The global photovoltaic (PV) market projection (2019–
2023) anticipated a demand to rise by 12% to 144 GW in 2020, 10% to 158 GW in 
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2021,7% to 169 GW in 2022, and 6% to 180 GW in 2023. We anticipate that the world's 
total installed capacity might reach as much as 1,610 GW by the end of 2023 under 
optimal conditions [2]. 
 While there are a variety of problems that are impeding the advancement of PV 
generating technology, the inherent generation efficiency of PV cells in partial shadowing 
conditions is one of the most significant [3-6]. Controlling PV modules with maximum 
power point tracking (MPPT) technology is a key strategy for maximizing the efficiency 
of a particular PV array [7-8]. The hotspot effect happens when the maximum current 
generation capacity of one or more cells in a series-connected solar cell string is dropped 
to values below the module's operational current. In this situation, reverse bias across 
cells with lesser current induces heat dissipation. Although bypass diodes are extensively 
utilised to safeguard the cells, the hotspot effect remains a key failure mode for silicon 
solar modules. It is possible to reduce resistive losses in a solar module by cutting solar 
cells into two, and three parts which reduces the amount of current flowing in each cell. 
That's why PV module efficiency can be improved by reducing the amount of power loss. 
New technique, to improve efficiency and reduce overall power losses, and a hotspot 
effect a solar cell is split into two halves or three equal parts using a laser cutting known 
as the Cell Partition Technique (CPT), is introduced in this work. CPT has been proposed 
for the development of new solar photovoltaic modules. These solar PV modules have 
been named as PV modules developed based on the cell partition technique (PVM-CPT). 
CPT uses conventional solar cells that have been cut in half and one-third to generate 
electricity (i.e., full cell is equally divided into two and three equal parts). Instead of 
having a single solar PV module with 36 or 60 or 72 full cells, the module could be 
divided into 72 or 120 or 144 half-sized cells and 108 or 180 or 216 tri-sized cells while 
maintaining the same design and dimensions as traditional modules, according to the 
manufacturer. 
Electrical losses are calculated using the formula Ploss=I
2
·Rs, which is equal to the 
square of the electrical current multiplied by the resistance [9-10]. If a solar cell is cut 
into half or one-third, it will produce half or one-third of the current, and the resistance is 
reduced to half or one-third of the full cell resistance. Due to the fact that the power loss 
is proportional to the current. The half-cut cell modules minimize the power loss by a 
factor of four, resulting in an increase in the power produced. However, there will be 
twice as many of them. As a result, if they are connected to operate in the same manner 
as a conventional solar module, the current would be the same, but the resistance will be 
reduced by half. Because of the lower resistance, electrical losses are reduced, and the 
module efficiency is increased. Thus, half-cut and tri-cut cells improve the performance, 
longevity, and shade tolerance of the PV module. When a solar cell in a module string is 
shaded, the energy produced by the un-shaded cells is transferred as heat into the shaded 
cell. This creates a hot spot that can damage the solar module if it persists. It can use 
twice as many module cell strings to reduce heat. The lower heat production should 
reduce damage to the solar PV module from hot spots and boost module longevity. In 
half-cell and tri-cell modules, bypass diodes are used to prevent power loss from 
occurring from the shaded area of the module rather than the complete module. It 
provides a replacement path for the current to travel in the un-shaded portion of the 
circuit and prevents the current from passing through the shaded portion of the circuit. It 
minimizes the impact of shade and improves the performance of the solar PV system 
under shading conditions [11-14]. 
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In a conventional solar PV module, a number of solar cells are connected together 
to form a solar module with a predetermined wattage. In the Half-cut cell and Tri-cut cell 
type of partial cell modules, the full cells are cut into half and one-third, respectively, and 
then assembled to form the module with the specified wattage. Generally, the cells are cut 
with the help of laser technology. Losses that occur when current is transferred from one 
cell to another within a module are reduced as a result of this procedure. Cutting a solar 
cell into half or one-third pieces minimizes the resistance loss across the entire 
interconnected string of solar cells in a module, resulting in increased efficiency and 
power output. However, power loss is proportional to the square of the current. As a 
result, the power loss in a half cell and tri cell is decreased by a factor of four and nine 
respectively. By lowering the power loss, the fill factor can be raised, which increases the 
cell's ability to generate more current from the available light [15-17]. By using the 
proposed CPT, the standard 36, 60, or 72 number of full size cell modules are converted 
into 72, 120, or 144 number of half cell modules and 108,180, or 216 number of tri cell 
modules. The new design decreases internal losses, resulting in enhanced performance in 
terms of energy yield, particularly during times of high irradiance. 
Finally, the standard full-sized cell modules (FCM) and cell partition technique 
(CPT) based partial cell modules, i.e., half-cut cell modules (HCM) and tri-cut cell 
modules (TCM) are connected in 3×4, 4×3, and 4×4 array sizes with series–parallel (SP), 
Total-Cross-Tied (TCT), and proposed static shade dispersion based TCT 
reconfigurations (SD-TCTR) arrangements, and the performance under various cell level 
shading conditions is investigated. The “Solar Cell” package component of 
Matlab/Simulink (version 2018a, MathWorks, USA) was built and proven to operate 
basic PV modules under normal conditions (STC- Standard Test Conditions). To simulate 
partial shade of a module comprised of half cut cells, Tri cut cells this study only uses the 
Matlab/Simulink component “Solar Cell”. The author did not intend to test the 
component because it was built on the validated double-diode replacement PV cell 
model. The literature has numerous concepts for modelling PV cells/modules. 
The following is the structure of the paper. Section 2 describes the mathematical 
modeling of double diode solar PV cell and module. Section 3 presents the performance 
investigations of partial solar cell modules using the cell partition technique under cell 
level shading conditions, Section 4 discusses the proposed shade dispersion based TCT 
reconfiguration(SD-TCTR) using PVM-CPT in different arrays under SW, SN, LW and 
LN shadings. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.  
 
 
Mathematical Modeling of the Solar PV Cell and Module 
 
Modeling of a Double Diode PV Cell and Module 
 Figure 1(a) illustrates the equivalent model of the double diode photovoltaic cell. 
There are two anti-parallel diodes in the model, as well as series resistance and parallel 
resistance. Figure-1(b) shows the construction of a solar PV array, depicting the number 
of modules and the number of series-connected solar PV cells in each module in the 
array. 
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 Figure 1. (a) Equivalent Double diode PV cell model. (b). Solar PV array with modules and cells 
 
By applying Kirchhoff’s current law for the PV cell model, the PV cell current is 
given in equation (1) [18]. 
 
𝒊𝒑𝒗 = 𝒊𝒑𝒉 − 𝒊𝒅𝟏 − 𝒊𝒅𝟐 − 𝒊𝒑   … … … … (𝟏) 
 
where iph is the photocurrent when the PV cell is exposed to sunlight, the anti-parallel 
diode currents are id1 and id2, and ip represents the parallel resistor current. Substitute the 
expression for ip id1 and id2 in Equation (1). Therefore, the cell current is derived as per 
Equation (2). 
 
𝒊𝒑𝒗 = 𝒊𝒑𝒉 − 𝒊𝒔𝟏 [𝒆𝒙𝒑 (
𝑽𝒑𝒗 + 𝒊𝒑𝒗. 𝑹𝒔
𝒂𝟏. 𝑽𝒕
) − 𝟏] − 𝒊𝒔𝟐 [𝒆𝒙𝒑 (
𝑽𝒑𝒗 + 𝒊𝒑𝒗. 𝑹𝒔
𝒂𝟐. 𝑽𝒕
) − 𝟏] − (
𝑽𝒑𝒗 + 𝑰𝒑𝒗. 𝑹𝒔)
𝑹𝒑
) … (𝟐) 
 
where is1 and is2 are the reverse saturation currents of the diode D1 and D2, respectively. 
Vt is the module thermal voltage and calculated as Vt=kT/q, where q is the electron 
charge with a value of 1.602×10
-19
 C, Boltzmann constant as k = 1.3806503 × 10
-23
 J/K,  
and T is the cell temperature. Rp and Rs are parallel and series resistances, respectively. 
The a1 and a2 are the quality factors of the two diodes D1 and D2 used in the two-diode 
model, respectively. 
The PV module is made up of solar PV cells which are connected in series and 
indicated by the symbol Nse. When Nse cells are linked in series, the output current (im) of 
the PV module is expressed in terms of the output voltage (Vm). Equation (3) represents 
the total current drawn from a PV module [12]. 
 
𝒊𝒎 = 𝒊𝒑𝒉 − 𝒊𝒔𝟏 [𝒆𝒙𝒑 (
𝒒(𝑽𝒎 + 𝒊𝒎𝑹𝒔)
𝑵𝒔𝒆𝒂𝟏𝑲𝑻
) − 𝟏] − 𝒊𝒔𝟐 [𝒆𝒙𝒑 (
𝒒(𝑽𝒎 + 𝒊𝒎𝑹𝒔)
𝑵𝒔𝒆𝒂𝟐𝑲𝑻
) − 𝟏] − (
𝑽𝒎 + 𝒊𝒎𝑹𝒔𝑵𝒔𝒆
𝑵𝒔𝒆𝑹𝒑
) … (𝟑) 
 
Solar PV Cell Parameters 
The parameters of solar cell are given in Table 1. In this paper, the solar PV 
modules based on cell partition technique(PVM-CPT) are developed by using two diode 
solar cells in the MATLAB-Simulink software. For designing a 40 W solar module with 
36 number of solar cells (full sized cell), the open circuit voltage Voc and short circuit 
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current Isc of each solar cell is taken as 0.6083 V and 2.45 A, respectively. A solar cell's 
series resistance (Rs) is 0.0079 Ω and its shunt resistance (Rsh) is set to infinity (default 
value) in simulink tool (as shown in Figure 2). Half cut cell (HC) and Tri cut cell (TC) in 
the MATLAB-Simulink is developed by considering the short circuit current of each 
partition cell which is half and one third of full sized cell (FC). Characteristics are given 
in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Characteristics of solar cell used in a FC, HC, and TC PV modules 






Solar full cell 
in simulink 
1 Short circuit current, Isc (A) 2.45 1.225 0.8166 
 
2 Open circuit voltage, Voc (V) 0.6083 0.6083 0.6083 
















5 Quality factor, N 1.5 1.5 1.5 
 
 
Figure 2. Parameters of solar PV full cell in the MATLAB-Simulink software 
 
 
Performance Investigations of Partial Solar Cell Modules Using Cell 
Partition Technique under Cell Level Shading Conditions 
 
Methodology: Cell Partition Technique (CPT) 
 In general, a solar PV module is made up of a number of solar cells (full-sized 
cells) that are connected together in series. A cell string is formed when a number of solar 
cells are connected in series (creating a so-called cell string), and the sum of the single 
cell voltages results in a string voltage that is equal to the sum of the single cell currents. 
As a result, when dividing or partitioning a full-sized cell into two or three equal 
portions, this technique is referred to as Cell Partition Technique (CPT). This partitioning 
results in a 1/2 or 1/3 reduction in current, as well as a reduction in ohmic losses. The 
ohmic loss is dependent on the equation Pohmic loss= I
2
•RS, which describes the effect of 
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current on the ohmic loss. Because the squared current has the greatest effect on the 
ohmic loss, while the series resistivity 'RS' has a linear effect. Electrical current 'I' flowing 
on bus bar is halved 'I/2' in HCM and I/3 in TCM, and Resistive losses(ohmic losses) in a 
HCM and TCM is 1/4 and 1/9 of a FCM resistive losses, respectively. The Full cell is 
partiotioned into a two and three equal parts using CPT, as shown in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3. Partial solar cells using CPT 
 
Utilizing halved and tri cells in solar photovoltaic modules (i.e. partial cell 
modules) effectively reduces resistive power loss. Halved and Tri cells are created by 
laser cutting, the standard full-size cells cut into half and one third, perpendicular to the 
busbars. The halved and tri cells are then joined and packaged into a single photovoltaic 
module. We outline the theory underlying the benefits of utilizing HCM and TCM in a 
silicon wafer-based photovoltaic module and conduct a performance analysis of PV 
modules developed based on CPT technique using the matlab/simulink software. 
 
Performance Investigations of proposed partial cell PV modules based on CPT 
Solar PV Modules based on CPT(PVM-CPT) 
 The standard single PV module with 36 number of series connected Full cells 
(FC) to form full cell module (FCM) as shown in Figure 4(a). The full sized 36 cells are 
partitioned into 72 half cells and one part of 36 series connected half cells is connected in 
parallel to other part of 36 series connected half cells to form Half cell module (HCM) as 
shown in Figure 4(b). The full sized 36 cells are partitioned into 108 tri cells and one part 
of 54 series connected tri cells is connected in parallel to other part of 54 series connected 
tri cells to form a Tri cell module (TCM) as illustrated in Figure 4(c). Bypass diodes 
(BD's) are connected in each solar PV module to bypass the solar cells under shading 
cases. The electrical power generated by the FCM, HCM and TCM is approximately 
40.02W, 40.75W, and 41W respectively with an open circuit voltage of 0.6083V. 
Standard FCM and partial cell PV modules, i.e., HCM and TCM, with representative 
current flow through cell strings (1, 2, 3, 4) and bypass diodes (1, 2), as illustrated in 
Figs. 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c) [19]. 
A standard solar module (developed in this paper is a 40W module with 36 full 
cells) has two internal cell strings. The HCM and TCM, on the other hand, have four 
internal cell strings, making it a four string module instead of two strings. A single minor 
spot of shade on a module (such as a leaf or bird dropping) will disable the entire cell 
string, but will have no effect on the others. This is due to the bypass diodes (shown in 
white color in Figure 5). Partially shaded cells are less severe in the half-cut and Tri-cut 
cell modules since they have more strings. The internal cell strings of FCM is 2, while 
the internal cell strings of HCM and TCM are 4 (with only 2 bypass diodes), resulting in 
improved partial-shade tolerance. Even if half of the module is shaded, the other half is 
still capable of operating and generating electricity 
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Shading Loss, Resistive Loss and Hotspot-Heating in Partial Cell Modules 
 Due to the difference in current between the two parts of the cell, the shading loss 
in half-cut cells and tri-cut cells is insignificant. If half of the string cells are shaded, that 
region is affected, and the bypass diode for that half of the string cells will be activated. 
Meanwhile, the other half of the string cells is still in action, and the bypass diode for that 
half of the string cells will be inactive. The power generated by the other half of the cell 
is unaffected by this event.  With reference to Table 2, which depicts bypass diode 1 and 
2 as a white triangle, and internal cell strings as 1, 2, 3, and 4, this becomes evident. As a 
result, half-cut or tri-cut cells are favoured over conventional cells in order to reduce 
shading losses. The use of series-parallel-series connections in half-cut and tri-cut cell 
modules (HCM and TCM) significantly reduces the amount of heat lost. Half-cut and tri-
cut cells, for example, have a lower temperature rise in a hotspot cell than full-cut cells, 
which reduces the degradation caused by such a situation. In partial shading, the module 
can save up to 50% of its power because the strings are configured in parallel. It is also 
less likely that there will be hotspots due to shading in the future. With regard to the 
series resistance of a module made of silicon wafer solar cells, it can be divided into two 
categories: First, there is the series resistance of the cell (which includes bulk silicon 
resistance, metal semiconductor contact resistance, and resistance of metal electrodes), 
and second, there is the series resistance of the ribbons (which includes resistance of the 
ribbons and metal electrode resistance). The relationship between ohmic loss and current 
is Pohmic loss = I
2
•RS, and the ohmic loss of partial cell modules is lower than that of a 
normal full cell PV module. 
 
Figure 4. Illustration of standard 36 full cell module and proposed PV modules using 72 half cells, 
and 108 tri cells with 2 BD's 
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Figure 5. Illustration of standard FCM and proposed partial cell modules with 2 BD's 
 
Effect of Internal Cell String Shading on FCM, HCM and TCM 
 The amount of power that a single solar PV module can produce in the Simulink 
software with 36 full cells, 72 half-cut cells and 108 tri-cut cells are approximately 
40.02W, 40.75W, and 41W. The standard 40W FCM has two internal strings of cell but 
HCM, and TCM has four internal strings of cells as exposed in Figure 5. One string is 
made up of a total of 18 cells that are connected together in a series. The operation of 
bypass diodes and voltage, current, power of a solar FCM, HCM, and TCM under 
different internal cell strings shading are given in Table 2. 
 
Operation of FCM, HCM and TCM under Cell String Shadings 
 Figure 5 illustrates the 36 full cell module, 72 half-cell module, and 108 tri-cell 
module. The power output (Wp means watts peak) of standard single full cell module is 
approximately 40W. The operation of the FCM, HCM and TCM are clearly elaborated in 
Table 2. 
Under uniform irradiance case (Case-U): All modules of FCM, HCM and TCM are 
generating full output power of approximately 40.02W, 40.75W, and 41W respectively. 
In this case, two diodes 1and 2 are inactive.  
Under shading case-1: In this case, first string of half cells is shaded. In FCM, the diode-
a is active and it bypassing shaded string-1 and diode-b is inactive. In HCM and TCM, 
diode-2 is inactive and diode-a is active. So shaded string-3 is bypassed and power is still 
being produced by top string-1. 
Under shading case-2: In this case, cells in bottom left string are shaded. The diode- a is 
active, i.e., bypassing shaded string and diode- b is inactive in FCM, HCM and TCM.   
Under shading case-3: In this case, half cells shaded in two strings. The diode-a is active, 
diode- b is active, and it bypassing shaded strings in FCM, HCM and TCM. 
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Under shading case-4: In this case, bottom module cells are shaded. The diode-a is active, 
diode- b is active in FCM, HCM and TCM, and it bypassing shaded strings. 
Under shading case-5: In this case, one cell shaded in string. The diode-a is active: 
bypassing shaded string and diode- b is inactive in FCM, HCM and TCM.   
Under shading case-6: In this case, bottom cells shaded in solar PV module. Two diodes 
are active in FCM. The diode- a is active: bypassing shaded string and diode-b is inactive 
in HCM and TCM.     
 
Table 2. Effect of internal cell string shading on FCM, HCM, and TCM 
Shading 
Cases 
Standard PV module 
with Full Cells: FCM 
( 2 internal strings of cells) 
PV module with Half 
Cut Cells: HCM 
(4 internal strings of cells) 
PV module with Tri 
Cut Cells: TCM 










Voltage (V)        100% 
Current (A)        100% 
Power (Wp)       100% 
 
Diode- a: inactive 
Diode-b: inactive 
Voltage (V)        100% 
Current (A)        100% 
Power (Wp)       100% 
 
Diode- a: inactive 
Diode- b: inactive 
Voltage (V)        100% 
Current (A)        100% 









Diode- a: active, 
Shaded String is 
bypassed. 
Diode- b: inactive 
Voltage (V)        50% 
Current (A)        100% 
Power (Wp)       50% 
 
 
Diode- a is active, 
Shaded String is 
bypassed. Power is still 
being produced by top 
string. 
Diode- b: inactive. 
Voltage (V)        ~66%* 
Current (A)        100% 
Power (Wp)       ~66%* 
 
Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: inactive 
Voltage (V)        ~66%* 
Current (A)        100% 
Power (Wp)       ~66%* 
* Depending on the MPP 
tracking, the diode will turn 
on to enable excess current 
to pass through. 
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Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: inactive 
Voltage (V)        50% 
Current (A)        100% 
Power (Wp)       50% 
 
Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: inactive 
Voltage (V)        66% 
Current (A)        100% 
Power (Wp)       66% 
 
Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: inactive 
Voltage (V)        66% 
Current (A)        100% 










Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: active.  
Shaded Strings 
Bypassed. 
Voltage (V)        0% 
Current (A)        0% 
Power (Wp)       0% 
Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: active 
Shaded String bypassed. 
Voltage (V)        100% 
Current (A)        50% 
Power (Wp)       50% 
 
Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: active 
Shaded Strings 
bypassed. 
Voltage (V)        100% 
Current (A)        50% 











Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: active. 
Shaded Strings 
Bypassed. 
Voltage (V)        0% 
Current (A)        0% 
 
Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: active. 
Shaded Strings 
Bypassed. 
Voltage (V)        100% 
Current (A)        50% 
 
Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: active. 
Shaded Strings 
Bypassed. 
Voltage (V)       100% 
Current (A)        50% 
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A String  
Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: inactive 
Voltage (V)        50% 
Current (A)        100% 
Power (Wp)       50% 
 
Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: inactive 
Voltage (V)        66% 
Current (A)        100% 
Power (Wp)       66% 
 
Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: inactive 
Voltage (V)        66% 
Current (A)        100% 








   
Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: active 
Shaded Strings 
Bypassed. 
Voltage (V)        0% 
Current (A)        0% 
Power (Wp)       0% 
  
Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: active 
Shaded Strings 
Bypassed. 
Voltage (V)        100% 
Current (A)        50% 
Power (Wp)       50% 
 
Diode- a: active 
Diode- b: active 
Shaded Strings 
Bypassed. 
Voltage (V)        100% 
Current (A)        50% 
Power (Wp)       50% 
 
The simulation results of a single FCM, HCM and TCM under six internal cell 
string shading conditions (shown in Table 2) with irradiance of 0 W/m
2
 and 500 W/m
2
 
are tabulated in Tables 3 to 8. The mismatch loss and fill factor formulas are given below. 
 
𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑀𝐿( 𝑖𝑛 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠) = 𝐺𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑛𝑖 − 𝐺𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑆𝐶𝑠                       − − − −(4)    
 
 
𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠, 𝑀𝐿(%) =  
𝐺𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑛𝑖 − 𝐺𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑐     
𝐺𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑛𝑖  
 ×  100                      − − − −(5)    
 
𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟, 𝐹𝐹(%) =  
𝑉𝑚 . 𝐼𝑚     
𝑉𝑜𝑐 . 𝐼𝑠𝑐
 ×    100                                         − − − −(6)    
 
Where, GMPPuni is the global maximum peak power(in watts) at uniform irradiance of 
1000 W/m
2
, GMPPsc is the global maximum peak power(in watts) in shading cases. Vm 
and Im are the maximum voltage(in Volts) and the maximum current(in Amperes), 
respectively. Voc is open circuit voltage(in Volts) and Isc is short circuit current(in 
Amperes) of solar PV module. 
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Table 3. Performance of 36 cell FCM with 2BD's under irradiance of 0 W/m2 
 
Table 4. Performance of 36 cell FCM with 2BD's under irradiance of 500 W/m2 
 
Table 5. Performance of HCM with 2BD's under irradiance of 0 W/m2 
 









Standard Full Cell Module (FCM) with 36 Full Cells 
Pmax (W) Vmax (V) Im (A) Voc (V) Isc (A) ML (W) ML (%) FF 
Case-U 40.02 17.72 2.258 21.9 2.45 0 0 0.7457 
Case-1 29.82 13.26 2.248 16.72 2.45 10.20 25.49 0.7277 
Case-2 18.83 8.402 2.241 10.45 2.45 21.19 52.95 0.7354 
Case-3 0 0 0 0 0 40.02 100 0 
Case-4 0 0 0 0 0 40.02 100.00 0 
Case-5 18.83 8.402 2.241 10.45 2.45 21.19 52.95 0.7354 
Case-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Shading 
Cases 
Standard Full Cell Module (FCM) with 36 Full Cells 
Pmax (W) Vmax (V) Im (A) Voc (V) Isc (A) ML (W) ML (%) FF 
Case-U 40.02 17.72 2.258 21.9 2.45 0 0 0.7457 
Case-1 29.9 13.34 2.242 21.76 2.45 10.12 25.29 0.5610 
Case-2 22.94 19.19 1.195 21.61 2.45 17.08 42.68 0.4331 
Case-3 22.1 18.68 1.183 21.49 2.45 17.92 44.78 0.4197 
Case-4 21.34 18.27 1.168 21.36 1.225 18.68 46.68 0.8155 
Case-5 24.88 20.35 1.222 21.86 2.45 15.14 37.83 0.4643 
Case-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Shading 
Cases 
Half Cell Module(HCM) with 72 Half Cells 
Pmax (W) Vmax (V) Im (A) Voc (V) Isc (A) ML (W) ML (%) FF 
Case-U 40.75 18 2.264 21.9 2.45 0.00 0.00 0.7595 
Case-1 22.28 18.97 1.174 21.6 2.45 18.47 45.33 0.4208 
Case-2 21.83 18.54 1.177 21.4 2.45 18.92 46.43 0.4162 
Case-3 19.88 17.61 1.129 21.11 1.225 20.87 51.21 0.7688 
Case-4 19.46 17.23 1.13 20.92 1.225 21.29 52.25 0.7597 
Case-5 22.3 18.98 1.175 21.82 2.45 18.45 45.28 0.4172 
Case-6 20.38 18 1.132 21.89 1.225 20.37 49.99 0.7599 
Shading 
Cases 
Half Cell Module(HCM) with 72 Half Cells 
Pmax (W) Vmax (V) Im (A) Voc (V) Isc (A) ML (W) ML (%) FF 
Case-U 40.75 18 2.264 21.9 2.45 0.00 0.00 0.7595 
Case-1 33.02 18.71 1.765 21.79 2.45 7.73 18.97 0.6055 
Case-2 32.33 18.42 1.755 21.69 2.45 8.42 20.66 0.6083 
Case-3 30.62 17.93 1.708 21.58 1.838 10.13 24.86 0.7721 
Case-4 30.02 17.71 1.695 21.49 1.838 10.73 26.33 0.7803 
Case-5 33.12 18.82 1.759 21.88 2.45 7.63 18.72 0.6175 
Case-6 20.38 18 1.132 21.89 1.225 20.37 49.99 0.7599 
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Table 7. Performance of TCM with 2BD's under irradiance of 0 W/m2 
 
Table 8. Performance of TCM with 2BD's under irradiance of 500 W/m2 
 
Based on the findings of the simulations presented above, it can be deduced that 
the performance of HCM and TCM is better compared to FCM under internal cell strings 
shading conditions. 
  
Effects of Cell Level Shadings on PVM - CPT  
 Shading occurs due to several factors like clouds, trees, nearby buildings, etc. It 
effects the output power of an solar PV module. In the literature, all researchers 
elucidated module level partial shading conditions only not cell level shading conditions. 
The novelty of this research is in the investigation of the performance of PVM-CPT 
under various cell level shading conditions. Figures 6, 7, and 8 display the FCM, HCM, 
and TCM modules, which represent different cell level shading cases. The performance 
of PVM-CPT are analyzed under twelve cell level shadings with different irradiances and 
one uniform case (Case-U) with irradiance of 1000 W/m
2
. The performance of a standard 




Tri Cell Module(TCM) with 108 Tri Cells 
Pmax (W) Vmax (V) Im (A) Voc (V) Isc (A) ML (W) ML (%) FF 
Case-U 41 27.27 1.503 32.84 1.633 0.00 0.00 0.7643 
Case-1 22.37 28.61 0.782 32.42 1.633 18.61 45.41 0.4226 
Case-2 21.89 27.96 0.783 32.11 1.633 19.09 46.58 0.4175 
Case-3 19.98 26.38 0.757 31.7 0.816 21.00 51.24 0.7717 
Case-4 19.52 25.75 0.758 31.38 0.816 21.46 52.37 0.7618 
Case-5 22.39 28.62 0.782 32.74 1.633 18.59 45.36 0.4188 
Case-6 20.5 27.05 0.757 32.84 0.816 20.48 49.97 0.7641 
Shading 
Cases 
Tri Cell Module(TCM) with 108 Tri Cells 
Pmax (W) Vmax (V) Im (A) Voc (V) Isc (A) ML (W) ML (%) FF 
Case-U 41 27.27 1.503 32.84 1.633 0 0 0.7643 
Case-1 33.17 27.91 1.188 32.66 1.633 7.81 19.06 0.6217 
Case-2 32.48 27.62 1.176 32.52 1.633 8.50 20.74 0.6116 
Case-3 30.78 26.89 1.145 32.38 1.225 10.20 24.89 0.7762 
Case-4 30.16 26.62 1.133 32.22 1.225 10.82 26.40 0.7641 
Case-5 33.27 28.47 1.169 32.83 1.633 7.71 18.81 0.6208 
Case-6 20.5 27.05 0.757 32.84 0.816 20.48 49.97 0.7641 
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Figure 6. Different cell level shadings considered in a 36 full cells module 
 
 
Figure.7. Different cell level shadings considered in a 72 half cells module 
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Figure 8. Different cell level shadings considered in a 108 tri cells module 
 
MATLAB-Simulink model of PVM-CPT 
 The MATLAB-Simulink model of a standard full cell module (FCM) for shading 
case-1 (shown in Figure 6: case-1) is depicted in Figure 9. As illustrated in Figure 6, the 
36 cells of an FCM are shaded in accordance with the shadings addressed at the cell 
levels. The PVM-CPT subsystem1 consists of conventional FCM and partial cell modules 
such as HCM and TCM, which is shown in Figure 9. The terms V, I and P are the solar 
PV module voltage(V), current(A) and power(W), respectively. The output (V-I and P-V)  
characteristics of PVM-CPT and FCM are obtained from V, I, and W. 
Figure 9. Matlab-Simulink model of a single PV Module with 36 full cells under Case-1 
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Results and Discussions 
 In order to explain various shading cases, we first describe the case of uniform 
irradiance, (i.e., no shading) which means that all cells in a PV module get standard 
irradiance of 1000 W/m
2
. In uniform irradiance case (case-U), the power output of single 
FCM, HCM and TCM is equal to 40.02W, 40.75W, and 41W respectively. The 
simulation results of a single standard FCM and PVM-CPT (i.e., HCM, and TCM) under 
different cell level shadings are presented in Tables 9, 10, and 11, respectively. 
 
Table 9. Performance of single solar PV 36 full cells module with 2 BD under cell 
level shadings 
 
Table 10. Performance of single solar PV 72 half cells module with 2 BD under 









Series Connected 36 Full Cells in a Single PV Module 
Pmax (W) Vmax(V) Im(A) Voc(V) Isc(A) ML(W) ML (%) FF 
Case-U 40.02 17.72 2.258 21.9 2.45 0 0 0.746 
Case-1 21.94 18.62 1.178 21.47 1.225 18.08 45.18 0.834 
Case-2 22.75 18.99 1.198 21.53 2.45 17.27 43.15 0.431 
Case-3 21.43 18.25 1.174 21.31 1.225 18.59 46.45 0.821 
Case-4 15.21 16.91 0.8993 20.62 0.98 24.81 61.99 0.753 
Case-5 18.83 8.402 2.241 10.44 2.45 21.19 52.95 0.736 
Case-6 18.84 8.348 2.256 21.8 2.45 21.18 52.92 0.353 
Case-7 24.88 20.35 1.222 21.86 2.45 15.14 37.83 0.464 
Case-8 32.59 19.19 1.698 21.84 2.45 7.43 18.57 0.609 
Case-9 18.83 8.402 2.241 10.44 2.45 21.19 52.95 0.736 
Case-10 21.64 18.4 1.176 21.42 2.45 18.38 45.93 0.412 
Case-11 0 0 0 0 0 40.02 100.0 0 
Case-12 21.94 18.62 1.178 21.47 1.225 18.08 45.18 0.834 
Shading 
Cases 
Parallel Connected Two Half of 36 HC in a Single PV modules 
Pmax (W) Vmax(V) Im (A) Voc(V) Isc(A) ML(W) ML (%) FF 
Case-U 40.75 18 2.264 21.9 2.45 40.75 0 0.7595 
Case-1 30.31 17.8 1.703 21.52 1.838 10.44 25.62 0.7664 
Case-2 22.96 19.13 1.2 21.53 2.45 17.79 43.66 0.4352 
Case-3 22.44 18.77 1.195 21.35 1.837 18.31 44.93 0.5719 
Case-4 15.32 17.08 0.8966 20.62 0.98 25.43 62.40 0.7573 
Case-5 22.3 18.98 1.175 21.84 2.45 18.45 45.28 0.4168 
Case-6 24.52 18.95 1.294 21.86 2.45 16.23 39.83 0.4579 
Case-7 33.12 18.82 1.759 21.88 2.45 7.63 18.72 0.6175 
Case-8 36.94 18.5 1.993 21.84 2.45 3.81 9.35 0.6891 
Case-9 19.19 8.539 2.247 10.45 2.45 21.56 52.91 0.7494 
Case-10 21.83 18.6 1.174 21.4 2.45 18.92 46.43 0.4165 
Case-11 19.46 17.23 1.13 20.92 1.225 21.29 52.25 0.7597 
Case-12 30.02 17.71 1.695 21.5 1.838 10.73 26.33 0.7596 
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Table 11. Performance of single solar PV 108 tri cells module with 2 BD under 
cell level shadings 
 
From the simulation results, it can be concluded that:  
 In uniform irradiance case (case-U), the power output of single FCM, HCM and 
TCM is equal to 40.02W, 40.75W, and 41W respectively.  
 When compare to the conventional FCM, the power output of HCM and TCM is 
improved under the consideration of 12 cell level shading scenarios. 
 In one cell shading case (case-5), the maximum power of FCM, HCM and TCM 
is 18.83 W, 22.3 W and 22.45 W, respectively.  
 Hotspot temperature and cell damage impact area in PVM-CPT are reduced due 
to smaller currents, so the risk of micro-crack propagation is less. Diode 
temperature also reduced. 
 
Proposed Static SD-TCTR Array with PVM-CPT 
 Reconfiguration techniques are used to reduce the effects of partial shading on 
solar PV arrays. Reconfiguration is the process of changing the structure of an existing 
PV system, which can be accomplished either by modifying the physical positions i.e., 
physical relocation of PV modules or electrical connections i.e., electrical array 
reconfiguration. In order to decrease mismatch losses in partial shading conditions, 
reconfiguration techniques has been proposed by several authors[20-23] to reposition of 
PV modules inside the PV array. This work proposes a static reconfiguration technique to 
reduce mismatch losses and increase array power under different cell level shading 
conditions. The proposed shade dispersion based total cross tied reconfiguration                   
(SD-TCTR) is a static reconfiguration method and is used to distribute the shading 
effectively throughout a PV array. 
General Rule for the Proposed Static SD-TCTR Array Connection [24] 
 The proposed Static Shade dispersion based Total Cross Tied reconfiguration  
(SD-TCTR) array arrangement adaptable to shading patterns of any size, i.e., row and 
column sizes can be odd or even. The rule for configuring a general solar array can be 




Parallel Connected Two Half of 54 TC in a Single PV modules 
Pmax(W) Vmax(V) Im(A) Voc(V) Isc(A) ML(W) ML (%) FF 
Case-U 41 27.09 1.513 32.82 1.633 0 0 0.7648 
Case-1 30.45 26.75 1.139 32.3 1.225 10.55 25.73 0.7700 
Case-2 23.02 28.67 0.8029 32.29 1.633 17.98 43.85 0.4366 
Case-3 22.55 27.99 0.8036 32.02 1.225 18.5 45.12 0.5734 
Case-4 15.56 25.61 0.5998 30.92 0.653 25.64 62.54 0.7608 
Case-5 22.45 28.62 0.7823 32.77 1.633 18.61 45.39 0.4184 
Case-6 24.83 28.55 0.8627 32.8 1.633 16.37 39.93 0.4598 
Case-7 33.27 28.47 1.169 32.83 1.633 7.73 18.85 0.6208 
Case-8 37.14 27.84 1.334 32.76 1.633 3.86 9.41 0.6942 
Case-9 19.72 13.1 1.505 15.91 1.633 21.28 51.90 0.7588 
Case-10 21.89 27.96 0.783 32.08 1.633 19.11 46.61 0.4179 
Case-11 19.52 25.75 0.7581 31.38 0.816 21.48 52.39 0.7618 
Case-12 30.16 26.62 1.133 32.23 1.225 10.84 26.44 0.7639 
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𝑛𝑟𝑐, 𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 {  
    𝑟 = 𝑅𝑜𝑤 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟           (𝑟 = 1,2,3,4, … )
   𝑐 = 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟       (𝑗 = 1,2,3,4, … )
   (7) 
where nrc is written for the n
th
 element of the r
th
 row and c
th
 column of a shading pattern. 
The following equations can be considered for determining the logic number in a column: 
𝑐 = {
  𝑐                                               , 𝑖𝑓  𝑟 = 1 
𝑐 + (𝑟 − 1). 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 (
𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥
3
) ,     𝑟 > 1
     (8) 
   𝑖𝑓 𝑐 < 𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥,     𝑐 = 𝑐   
    𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒  𝑐 = 𝑐 − 𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 
If any number is repeated in a column, just add 1 to the corresponding column, i.e.,          
c= c0+1 (c0 is the repeated column number). Alternatively, create a column with the same 
number(c). 
 
Formation of Proposed Static SD-TCTR Array Connection [13] 
 The primary objective of an Static SD-TCTR design is to distribute shadows 
throughout the array under shadings by arranging a r × c array column location with the 
numbers 1 to c as illustrated in Figure 10.The proposed Static SD-TCTR array is 
implemented using Number Logic (NL) method and this method is developed for r = odd 
or even for the column location arrangement of the r × c solar PV array. A unique 
solution is obtained by adding 1 to the preceding logic number in a specific column (c) 
and row (r) of a solar PV array in order to avoid the numbers repeating in that column 
and row. The proposed number logic method is applied for any array size, which is used 
in this paper for 3×4, 4×3, and 4×4 solar PV arrays shown in Figure 10. The 1st number 
in the box represents a logic number, and the 2nd number denotes the column number. 
The row and column positions in a 4×4 array are arranging with the numbers 1 to 4 in the 
proposed arrangement, as shown in Figure 10(a). R1, R2, R3 and R4 represent the rows 
numbers, while C1, C2, C3and C4 represents the column numbers.  
Figure 10. SD-TCTR Arrangement of 4×4, 4×3 and 3×4 arrays with Number Logic (NL) method 
 
Performance Investigation of 3×4, 4×3 and 4×4 SPV Arrays with Cell Level 
Shading 
Cell Level Shading (CLS) Conditions 
 In order to investigate the performance of PVM-CPT, we have conducted the tests 
on 3×4, 4×3, and 4×4 solar PV arrays under cell level shading (CLS) conditions. In this 
section, total four shading cases mainly Short Narrow (SN), Short Wide (SW), Long 
Narrow (LN), Long Wide (LW) type under cell  level are considered for analyzing the 
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performance of solar PV arrays. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the various partial shading 
conditions that were investigated in this study. Figure 11 illustrates the 3×4, 4×3, and 4×4 
SPV arrays with different cell level partial shading cases such as SW, SN, LW, LN 
(case:1 to case: 4) and Figure 12 represents the shaded cells positions in PVM-CPT of 
different PV arrays. 
 
Figure 11. Illustration of solar irradiance levels in 3×4, 4×3 and 4×4 SPV arrays under SW, SN, 
LN and LW shadings in cell level 
 
 
Figure 12. Number of cells shaded in a single PVM-CPT used in 3×4, 4×3 and 4×4 solar PV 
arrays under SW, SN, LN and LW shading cases 
 
Solar PV Arrays with TCT and Static SD-TCTR arrangements 
The solar PV modules are connected in several ways, there are series-parallel 
(SP), Series (S), total cross tied (TCT), bridge link (BL) and honey comb (HC) type of 
configurations. In this paper, only SP and TCT configurations are considered for 
simulation and compared with static SD-TCTR array under different cell level shading 
cases. In Figure 13: Cases 1(a), 2(a), 3(a), and 4(a) represent the shaded modules in TCT 
configuration. In Figure-14: Cases 1(b), 2(b), 3(b), and 4(b) represent the shaded modules 
in static SD-TCTR arrangement using proposed NL method discussed in the above 
section.  In Figure 15: Cases 1(c), 2(c), 3(c), and 4(c) represent the shade dispersion of 
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modules in TCT configuration for 3×4, 4×3 and 4×4 arrays. Partial shading cases 1, 2, 3 
and 4 are short wide (SW), long-wide (LW), short narrow(SN), and long narrow(LN) 
shadings in cell level, respectively.  
 
 
Figure 13. 3×4 SPV Array with TCT and SD-TCTR arrangements under 4 shading cases 
 
Figure 14. 4×3 SPV Array with TCT and SD-TCTR arrangements under 4 shading cases 
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Figure 15. 4×4 SPV Array with TCT and SD-TCTR arrangements under 4 shading cases 
 
MATLAB/Simulink model of SP, TCT and static SD-TCTR Array Connections 
 The developed 40 W solar PV modules using number of solar cells, which are 
connected in series-parallel (SP), total-cross-tied (TCT) and proposed static SD-TCTR 
connections, are modeled and simulated in MATLAB/Simulink software. Figure 16  
shows the Simulink model of 3×4 static SD-TCTR array with CPT based modules (PVM-
CPT) under shading case-4. Each solar PV module in a 3×4 array is PVM-CPT and 
connected in static SD-TCTR array connection (discussed in previous section). The static 
SD-TCTR array with PVM-CPT is modeled under Short Narrow (SN), Long Narrow 
(LN), Short Wide (SW), and Long Wide (LW) type in cell level shadings. The power 
output of each PVM-CPT under uniform case-U is approximately 40.75W, and 41W. The 
different array sizes 3×4, 4×3 and 4×4 are modeled and simulated under cell level 
shadings in MATLAB/Simulink software. Moreover, all shading cases are carried out at 
constant temperature of 25°C. The standard FCM, HCM and TCM type PV modules are 
used to develop 3×4, 4×3 and 4×4 array configurations. 
 
Figure 16. Simulink model of a 3×4 static SD-TCTR array with FCM, HCM, and TCM   
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Results and Performance Evaluation of Proposed Static SDTCTR with PVM-CPT 
 The obtained global maximum powers of SP and TCT configuration with FCM 
(Full cell module), HCM (Half cell module), TCM (Tri cell module) and proposed static 
SD-TCTR array with PVM-CPT under different cell level shadings(CLS) for an array 
sizes of 3×4, 4×3 and 4×4 are tabulated in Tables 12, 13 and 14, respectively. SP_FCM 
represents the series parallel configuration with FCM, TCT_FCM represents the Total 
Cross Tied configuration with FCM, SP_HCM represents the series parallel configuration 
with HCM, TCT_HCM represents the Total Cross Tied configuration with HCM, 
SP_TCM represents the series parallel configuration with TCM, and TCT_TCM 
represents the Total Cross Tied configuration with TCM. Prop_FCM represents the 
proposed static SD-TCTR array with FCM, Prop_HCM represents the proposed static 
SD-TCTR array with HCM, Prop_TCM represents the proposed static SD-TCTR array 
with TCM. 
 
Table 12. Comparison of FCM, HCM, and TCM with 2 BD's under CLS for a 3×4 array  
 
Table 13. Comparison of FCM, HCM, and TCM with 2 BD's under CLS for a 4×3 array  
Table 14. Comparison of FCM, HCM, and TCM with 2 BD's under CLS for a 4×4 array  
 
The analysis results so far have demonstrated what advantages are available in 




Global maximum powers of a 3x4 array in Watts 



















Case-U 475.5 475.5 475.5 484.3 484.3 484.3 488.8 488.8 488.8 Prop_TCM 
Case-1 306.2 306.2 352.3 361.8 361.8 423.7 364.3 364.3 427.4 Prop_TCM 
Case-2 393.2 401.6 408.3 396.2 404 411.8 399.5 407.3 415.3 Prop_TCM 
Case-3 275 281 366.6 365.7 365.5 397.5 368.5 368.2 401 Prop_TCM 




Global maximum powers of a 4x3 array  in Watts 



















Case-U 476.7 476.7 476.7 485.5 485.5 485.5 489.5 489.5 489.5 Prop_TCM 
Case-1 349.1 349.7 387.8 369.2 369.2 439.6 371.3 371.3 443.1 Prop_TCM 
Case-2 370.4 382.3 418.7 465.9 383 422.7 375 385.6 434.5 Prop_TCM 
Case-3 296.9 296.9 347.1 360.5 360.4 383.4 362.8 362.8 386.3 Prop_TCM 
Case-4 349.7 349.7 332.2 356.3 356.3 337.1 362 362 
339.4 





Global maximum powers of a 4x4 array in Watts 



















Case-U 635.6 635.6 635.6 647.3 647.3 647.3 652.8 652.8 652.8 Prop_TCM 
Case-1 466.2 466.2 536.6 492.3 492.3 593 494.8 494.8 597.8 Prop_TCM 
Case-2 527.4 546.6 577.6 556.4 550.6 584.6 537.3 555.7 589.3 Prop_TCM 
Case-3 413.3 413.3 499.1 495.5 495.4 538.6 498.4 498.3 542.8 Prop_TCM 
Case-4 477.2 470.1 495.1 485.7 478.7 503.1 493.3 486.4 506.8 Prop_TCM 
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instead of full-size cells (FC) for solar PV modules. Figures 17, 18 and 19 represent the 
global maximum powers of 3×4, 4×3 and 4×4 solar PV arrays, respectively. 
From the above obtained results it can be concluded that:  
 The amount of power that a 3×4, 4×3 and 4×4 array can produce under uniform 
irradiance case-U is 475.5 W, 476.7 W and 635.6 W, respectively. 
 In a 3×4 array, the obtained maximum power of proposed SDTCTR with TCM 
(Prop_TCM) is superior than that of FCM and HCM under considered shadings 
cases. 
 In a 4×3 array, the obtained maximum power of SDTCTR with TCM 
(Prop_TCM) is superior than that of FCM and HCM under four shading cases. 
 In a 4×4 array, the obtained maximum power of SDTCTR with TCM 
(Prop_TCM) is superior than that of FCM and HCM under four shading cases. 
Figure 17. Power output from a 3×4 solar PV array under cell level shading cases 
 
Figure 18. Power output from a 4×3 solar PV array under cell level shading cases 
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 In this study, a simulation model for solar photovoltaic modules based on cell 
partition technique (PVM-CPT) was developed. The use of PVM-CPT can provide a 
significant advantage as well as increased performance in cell level shadowed conditions. 
Aligned with other energy generation advancements in half-cut and tri-cut cells, it is 
possible to achieve a large improvement in overall energy yield, making the new module 
based on CPT, a more attractive option for rooftop as well as grid connected energy 
generation. When the PVM-CPT is used, the current flow in a cell is reduced, which 
helps to eliminate the hotspot problems and a reduction in mismatch power loss while 
also improving overall performance. When comparing the Matlab/simulation results of 
HCM and TCM to full-size cell modules (FCM), we noticed an increase in fill factor and 
an increase in the maximum power. The HCM and TCM have a reduced power loss than 
a full-size-cell module with the same shade area. For solar cells with high short circuit 
current density of FCM, our modeling results demonstrate that employing PVM-CPT 
rather than FCM is even more advantageous. Finally, the performance of FCM, HCM and 
TCM connected in a 3×4, 4×3, and 4×4 array sizes with SP, TCT and proposed SD-TCTR 
connections are investigated, and the results show that the proposed SD-TCTR with TCM 
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